Vive la France

The Frick family appreciated and collected French art, and many pieces remain in the collection of The Frick Art Museum today. Helen Clay Frick learned to speak French as part of her education, and so can you!

Here are some French words for different kinds of fruits. Look at the letters on the still life drawing for hints, then fill in the English word for each fruit.

A. une pomme is an ___________________________
B. une poire is a _______________________________
C. un ananas is a ______________________________
D. une banane is a _______________________________
E. une cerise is a _______________________________

What is a still life?
A still life, or nature morte in French, is a drawing of objects that do not move such as food, plants, and containers.

Now add some color to your still life!

Use the color rouge (red) for each pomme and cerise. Use a dark shade of vert (green) for the leaves of the ananas and a pale shade of vert (green) for the poire. The banane should be colored bright jaune (yellow). The rest of the ananas and all of the stems can be colored marron (brown). Pick your favorite color for the bol (bowl) and cadre (frame), and voilà! You’re finished!

Be a Fan of Fans!

People have been cooling themselves with fans for thousands of years. Ancient Egyptians, Romans, Greeks, and Chinese all used fans. By the 1800s, European and American women were using fans as much for fashion as to keep cool.

Did you know that the “Language of the Fan” was very popular in the nineteenth century? You could send secret messages across the room to your friend at a crowded party by changing the way you held and moved the fan. Check out the examples below— what do you think the women in this picture are saying with their fans?

**Touching a finger to the tip of the fan** means I wish to speak with you

**Holding a fan in your right hand in front of your face** means Follow me

**Holding a fan in your left hand in front of your face** means Leave me alone

**Twirling the fan in the left hand** means We are being watched

**Touching the fan handle to the lips** means Kiss me

Make a fan of your own!

Fans are made of all kinds of materials, including silk, lace, animal skin, ivory, turtle shell, and ostrich feathers, but you can make one from paper! Begin by decorating one or both sides of a piece of 8 ½ by 11 inch paper. Starting on one of the short sides, accordion fold (alternating creases inward and outward) the paper into ½ inch pleats. Staple or tape the bottom of the folds together to make a handle.

Get a friend to make a fan, too, so you can invent your own secret messages. Get creative!